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ABSTRACT

This papers presents a system designed for separating and

tracking the voices of a few persons talking around a table.

During the meeting, the locations of the participants are mon-

itored by a human tracker system based on laser range find-

ers (LRFs). Then using a uniform circular array (UCA) of

microphones, audio localization is performed to estimate the

most powerful sound source, usually the mouth, in the neigh-

borhood of each of the detected participants. Finally, beam-

forming is applied to obtain an audio stream for each of the

detected participants. The use of LRF based human tracker

enables the system to assign a continuous audio track to each

of the participants. Experimental results using real meeting

data show the efficiency of the proposed approach.

1. INTRODUCTION

An important task in meeting transcription is speaker diariza-

tion (i.e. to find ”Who talked when”) [1]. It is quite common

to use a microphone array or distributed microphones to ob-

tain one stream for each active participant (for example with

audio beamforming in [2] or using the directions of arrival

[3]). Then in order to create the diary of the meeting, speaker

identification and activity detection is performed using these

streams.

In this paper, we propose an extension of the multi-modal

approach to this problem we presented in [4]. Contrary to

other approaches, the speaker localization is not performed

using only the audio signals. In addition to the audio sig-

nals recorded by a uniform circular microphone array (UCA),

laser range finders (LRFs) are used to obtain distances. First

the locations of the participants are estimated by a human

tracker system based on laser range finders (LRF) [5] then

these positions are refined using the audio signals to scan with

a beamformer the neighborhood of each of the positions given

by the human tracker (this was not done in [4]). This scan, re-

ferred to as local scan, is based on the broadband MUSIC al-

gorithm (see [6] for details on the different broadband MUSIC

approaches). In particular, the power of the MUSIC pseudo

spectrum is used to determine the activity of the participants.
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After localization and activity detection, the audio data are

processed in order to obtain an enhanced audio stream for

each of the active participants at all time. A specificity of

the proposed method is that silent participants are also as-

signed an audio stream because they are detected by the LRF

based human tracker. Experiments were conducted in a re-

alistic meeting situation to demonstrate the efficiency of the

proposed method. In order to underline the gain of using the

human tracker, a conventional broadband MUSIC algorithm

was also used. For this algorithm, the tracking is performed

by using spatial information but also Gaussian mixture mod-

els (GMMs) [7] that were trained before hand.

2. METHOD

2.1. Localization

The motion of the participants in the meeting area is mon-

itored using 4 LRFs mounted on poles around the meeting

area’s perimeter. To reduce the errors due to noise and occlu-

sion, each person is tracked with a particle filter using a linear

motion model with random perturbations (see [5]). The hu-

man tracker gives the position {x, y} of the torso of each of

the participants in the room. However, the positions that mat-

ter are not the positions of the participants but the positions

of their mouths. Consequently, the positions given by the hu-

man tracker have to be refined. In particular, the z coordinates

have to be estimated.

For this purpose, a local audio scan is applied around each

of the positions given by the human tracker to estimate the

position of the mouth (see Fig. 1). This local audio scan is

based on the MUSIC algorithm.

The raw audio signals, referred to as the observed sig-

nals in the remainder, are acquired by a uniform circular array

(UCA) of m = 16 microphones positioned on a table in the

middle of the meeting area. The position of the microphone

array is assumed to be known.

For the localization purpose, the frequency domain ob-

servation is obtained by using a short time Fourier transform

with a hanning window of 51 points, a shift of 25 points and

an fft size of 64 points. The localization is performed every

200 ms corresponding to 128 frequency frames. The vector
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of observed signals in the f th frequency bin is

XL(f, k) =
[

X1(f, k), · · · , Xm(f, k)
]T

where k denotes the frame index.

For a selected number of frequency bins, the narrow band

MUSIC pseudo power spectrum Pnb(f, x, y, z) is obtained

by

• performing a singular value decomposition of the ob-

servation covariance Γ(f) =< XL(f, k)XH
L (f, k) >k,

• creating the projector PK(f) on the space spanned by

the K least powerful singular values,

• scanning the space around the LRF position by using a

beamformer W(f, x, y, z)

• estimating the pseudo power by

Pnb(f, x, y, z) =
1

W(f, x, y, z)PK(f)WH(f, x, y, z)
.

Then the broadband MUSIC pseudo spectrum is obtained by

averaging the narrow band pseudo spectra

Pbb(x, y, z) =< Pbb(f, x, y, z) >f .

For each of the positions {x0, y0} given by the human tracker,

the updated position {x, y, z} gives the maximum of the

broadband MUSIC pseudo spectrum estimated in the space

around {x0, y0}. The participant is considered active if that

maximum pseudo spectrum is above a threshold ǫp.

For each of the 200 ms block, the proposed method detect

if a participant is active and at the same time give a refined

estimate of the mouth position of this active participant. Note

that the activity of the participants along the 200 ms blocks

is tracked by the human tracker even if the participants are

silents.

2.2. Audio stream

At any time, an audio stream is assigned to each of the Q

active participants. The desired streams are obtained by pro-

cessing the observed signals in the frequency domain. For the

beamforming purpose, the frequency domain observation is

obtained by using a short time Fourier transform with a han-

ning window of 401 points, a shift of 200 points and an fft

size of 512 points. The beamforming is performed every 200
ms corresponding to 16 frequency frames. The vector of ob-

served signals in the f th frequency bin is

X(f, k) =
[

X1(f, k), · · · , Xm(f, k)
]T

where k denotes the frame index.

First, the refined positions (in the microphone array ref-

erential) are used to estimate a set of delay and sum (DS)

beamformers. Only considering the delays for a direct path

propagation we can write the set of DS beamformers as

YDS(f, k) =







w1(f, k)
...

wQ(f, k)






X(f, k)

where YDS(f, k) are the beamformed audio streams and the

Q × m matrix has general term

wij(f, k) = e−j2πf
rij(k)−ri1(k)

c

with c the celerity of the sound and rij(k) the distance be-

tween the mouth of the ith participant and the jth microphone

(the first microphone is used as reference).

Then an audio stream for each of the participants is ob-

tained by applying a linearly constrained minimum variance

(LCMV) beamformer.

The LCMV beamformer weights for the ith participant

are given by

wLCMV,i
(f, k) =

wi(f, k)K−1(f)

wi(f, k)K−1(f)wH
i (f, k)

where K(f) is the estimate of the noise and interference co-

variance and wi(f, k) is the steering vector pointing to the ith

participant.

The estimate of the noise and interference covariance is

composed of two parts

K(f) = Γ(f) +

Q
∑

j=1,j 6=i

w
H
j (f, k)wj(f, k)σ2

j (f).

The first term Γ(f) is the estimate of the noise covariance

obtained when only the noise is present. The second term

represents the contribution of the other participants (the in-

terferences). It is a sum of the contributions made by each

interfering participants. The interfering participants are rep-

resented by point sources located at the positions given by the

human tracker. For each of these point sources, the DS beam-

former is used to obtain the power which is estimated by

σj(f) = var
{

Y
(j)

DS
(f, k)

}

.

Note that for a silent participant, this power is likely to be

small.

Finally, the audio stream of the ith participant is

YLCMV,i
(f, k) = wLCMV,i

(f, k)X(f, k)

The LCMV beamformers provide an audio stream for each of

the detected participants that contains less interference from

the other participants and fewer environmental noise than

the DS beamformer streams. In the remainder, we refer to

YLCMV,i
(f, k) by Yi(f, k) for convenience.
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Fig. 1. Full and local audio scans for three positions P1, P2 and P3

3. EXPERIMENTS

Two different cases were compared where the audio stream of

each participant is obtained by: using localization based only

on audio signals (MUSIC; the full scan in Fig. 1) and based

on human tracker and audio signals (LRF + MUSIC; the local

scans in Fig. 1).

3.1. Experimental setup

The experiment setup is described in Fig. 3. The four circles

in the corners represent the pole mounted LRFs used by the

human tracker, the cross gives the position of the microphone

array and the probability densities of the positions of the three

speakers during the experiment also appear (note that the den-

sities are sharp even if the speakers were not told to limit

their movements). The experiment setup consists of four pole

mounted LRFs (Fig.2 right) in the corner of the monitored

area and of a table top UCA (Fig.2 left).

Fig. 2. Table top microphone array (left) and pole mounted

LRF (right).

3.2. Data set

In this experiment, three participants were considered (2 fe-

males and 1 males). In the remainder of the paper, the speak-

ers are designated by the letters {a, b, c}. Two test sets were
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Fig. 3. Microphone array (cross), pole mounted LRFs (cir-

cles), table (rectangle) and probability densities of the three

speakers position (distances are in mm)

recorded in a room while monitoring the speaker movement

with the LRF based human tracker system. The three partic-

ipants were sitting around a table (the participants were not

given any instruction concerning their movements). A first

test set, referred to as reading set is obtained by letting the

participants read some sentences from the JNAS database.

First b and c are reading at the same time then after a short

pause a and b are reading at the same time. The second

test set, referred to as conversation test, is extracted form a

real conversation between the three participants and includes

speech and interjections. The activity of the participants was

hand labeled for both of the test sets. The observed signal

from microphone 1 is given for each test set in Fig.4.

3.3. Conventional broadband MUSIC

To show the advantage of using human tracker system for the

diarization, a conventional broadband MUSIC approach was

also used.

For the conventional broadband MUSIC algorithm, only

one broadband pseudo spectrum is obtained by scanning the

whole space then in the selected frequency bins. Then the

number of audio sources is determined by finding the local

maxima of the pseudo power spectrum that are above the

threshold ǫp. The localization is also performed every 200
ms using 128 frames. Then audio streams are obtained for

each of the detected audio sources using the same beamform-

ing technique as for the LRF + MUSIC case.

However, a big difference is that the detected audio

sources from each of the 200 ms blocks have to be com-

bined together to create the audio tracks. For audio sources

active in consecutive blocks, the distance between the sources

is used to combine them: sources that did not move much are

considered the same. For combining sources that are in-

active for several blocks, it was necessary to use speaker

identification based on GMMs [7]. The features extracted

from the audio streams are the MFCCs (12 MFCCs and the
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Fig. 4. Observations for reading set (top) and conversation set (bottom).

log spectral energy, their derivatives and their accelerations).

For each speaker a common training set of 100 Japanese

sentences from the JNAS database [8] was recorded using

a close talking microphone while sitting at the table in the

experiment room. A set of GMMs was trained for each of the

speakers using these 100 utterances and a general GMM was

also trained using the 300 utterances (referred to as GGMM).

The GMMs for all the speakers are designated by {λa, λb, λc}
and the GGMM by lambdaG. The number of mixtures was

set to 512 after testing several values. Training and testing

were performed with HTK 3.41 using the whole utterances.

The GMMs are used to determine for each block which

of the participants is active. In this paper, for a given block

the likelihoods are normalized using the following likelihood

ratio (For decision based on likelihood, it is usually necessary

to apply a normalization [9, 10])

L(Yq |λi) = log p(Yq|λi) − log p(Yq|λG).

where λG is the general GMMs estimated on all training ut-

terances.

The decision rule is to select for each of the block the

speaker whose model has the largest likelihood

L(Yq |λj) = maxiL(Yq|λi)

as the active speaker.

Table 1. Deletion, insertion and correct percentages for the

MUSIC method.
reading set conversation set

del ins cor del ins cor

a 0.0 6.5 93.5 0.5 23.7 75.8

b 1.1 23.7 75.2 10.2 14.3 75.5

c 0.0 18.0 81.9 10.8 8.2 81.1

avg. 0.4 16.1 83.5 7.2 15.4 77.4

Table 2. Deletion, insertion and correct percentages for the

LRF + MUSIC method.
reading set conversation set

del ins cor del ins cor

a 0.2 9.2 90.6 1.4 18.3 80.3

b 0.6 29.7 69.7 2.5 17.3 80.2

c 0.4 12.2 87.4 1.8 13.7 84.5

avg. 0.4 17.0 82.6 1.9 16.4 81.7

3.4. Diarization

The results of the meeting diarization are given in terms of

deletion, insertion errors in Table 1 and 2:

• An insertion error occurs when a speaker is detected for

the audio stream of a silent participant.

• A deletion error occurs when an active participant is not

detected.
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Fig. 5. Result of the diarization for the two test sets with MUSIC

(top) and LRF + MUSIC (bottom).

These percentages are computed by comparing the hand la-

beled activity with the activity given by both of the methods.

Figure 5 gives a graphical representation of the diarization re-

sults. For each of the sub-figure, one row correspond to one

of the three participants. The color code shows the deleted

samples (red), the inserted samples (blue) and the correctly

detected samples (green).

We can see that using both the LRFs and the audio data

for the localization gives the best performance for the conver-

sation set but for the reading set there is not much difference

(it is also faster than the full audio scan).

3.5. Localization

Figure 6 shows the repartition of the detected block power in

the space for the three participants (a in blue, b in red and c

in green) in the two data sets. We can especially see that for

the conversation set, the MUSIC method has a bad estimate

for the speakers b and c that are the two female speakers as

the GMMs trained on reading conditions are not good for the

interjections present in the conversation set.

4. CONCLUSION

This paper presents a multi-modal approach to the diarization

problem that combines LRF base human tracker with micro-

phone array. In particular using LRF is an efficient way to

perform the tracking the participants and merge the detected

audio blocks together.
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Fig. 6. MUSIC Pseudo power in space for the two test sets with

MUSIC (top) and LRF + MUSIC (bottom).
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